INTRODUCING WIRELESS COMPUTERIZED FUNCTIONAL
TESTING AND TRACKER VERSION 5 SOFTWARE

More Advanced Technology
Tracker Freedom from JTECH Medical uses wireless technology that is light years ahead and makes other systems
obsolete. Tracker Freedom technology gives you features
like frequency hopping, two-way communications, and
electronic signatures to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the data you collect.
More Powerful Software
Tracker Version 5 Software gives you capabilities the
other systems only dream about. Tracker Version 5's intuitive user interface makes testing and documentation
easier, faster and more complete. Tracker Version 5 features include our exclusive multimedia help system, automatic test sequence recall, physical and neurological
evaluation section, custom tests and much more.
Current User Upgrades
Upgrading your Tracker System to wireless is easier and
costs less than you expect. Keeping your Tracker system
from becoming obsolete is just part of our industry-leading commitment to customer service.
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TRACKER FREEDOM ®
WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY

 Test anywhere within 30 feet from computer
 Frequency hopping to avoid interference
 Rechargeable batteries
 Two-way communications to ensure data accuracy
 No wire between inclinometers
 Next/Enter footswitch allows you to advance through
tests and collect data without returning to the computer

TRACKER VERSION 5 TM
SOFTWARE

 Simplified report writing for narratives, data charts
and forms
 Intuitive user interface for easy navigation and
test selection
 Automatic test sequence recall for quick
repeat testing and progress tracking
 Comprehensive physical and neurological
evaluation section for documenting deep tendon
reflexes, dermatomes, orthopedic tests and more

 USB receiver connection
 Real-time data transfer

 Intake section for in-depth injury and medical
history documentation
 Built-in multimedia help system
 Test summary section for convenient review
and interpretation of data
 Enhanced database management system
 Expanded notes sections for every test
 Custom test creation for every instrumented module
 More flexibility to test the way you want

Wireless IsoTrack also available

Together Tracker Freedom and Tracker Version 5
Software give you the most technologically
advanced wireless functional testing and evidence-based documentation system ever created!
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